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Preface

On February 28, 2006, the Robert W. Woodruff Library and the Library Advisory Council hosted an exhibit and reception to celebrate the scholarly publications of Atlanta University Center faculty. As a complement to that event, the Robert W. Woodruff Library developed the publication, Atlanta University Center Faculty Publications: A Brief Bibliography. The document highlights selected scholarly and research contributions of the Atlanta University Center faculty.

The bibliography illustrates the richness of faculty contributions within each institution and across the Atlanta University Center community. The celebration has become an annual event and this compilation represents the next phase of a living document which is updated as new contributions emerge. Readers are invited to visit the Robert W. Woodruff Library’s DigitalCommons (http://digitalcommons.auctr.edu) on the Library’s website for future reference and use.

Spotlight on Open Access …

“Open Access is the free, immediate, online availability of research articles, coupled with rights to use these articles fully in the digital environment.” (SPARC, 2014) The Robert W. Woodruff Library has committed to spotlighting AUC faculty members who have published in Open Access venues. To identify Open Access articles recently published by AUC faculty please look for this symbol 🛍.
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